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"A sumptuous, beautiful collection of cyborgs, sushi, and monsters–this book is a feast for the eyes and a
phosphorescent display of creativity. Other than watching an octopus make love to a rainbow, I can’t think of
anything I’d rather stare at than this book." – Matthew Inman, creator of The Oatmeal

It's adorable, explosive and has more chibis than an Akibahara game store.

Welcome to the whimsical world of Cute Grit, the digitally rendered pop art debut by video game developer
and artist Enfu. Comprised of over 1,000 illustrations, this fantastical collection explores the intersections
between video games, art and the Asian American experience through the lens of Enfu's wild, east-meets-
west style. Re-discover your favorite game villains, cartoon characters, icons and cityscapes in a digital
universe where Enfu unites the loveable, the warped, and the fantastic in a world both foreign and familiar,
sweet and surly, gritty and cute.

Ken "Enfu" Taya enjoys his day job in the video game industry as a developer for titles such as Halo 3 (XBO
360) and Scribblenauts Unmasked (WiiU, PC, 3DS). His commissioned illustrations and murals can be seen
in stores and restaurants across the Pacific Northwest, and his popular bilingual comic, I Fart Rainbow,
enjoys success in print and digital media outlets. Other Enfu collaborative projects include Enfu Snaps hats,
Bombsheller leggings, and customized t-shirts. His first indie game, Matchfu, is set to release in late 2014.
Ken Taya lives in Bellevue, Washington, with his wife and daughter.
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From reader reviews:

Ernest Baker:

The ability that you get from Cute Grit is the more deep you excavating the information that hide in the
words the more you get serious about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to recognise but Cute
Grit giving you buzz feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in particular way that can be
understood simply by anyone who read that because the author of this publication is well-known enough.
This specific book also makes your personal vocabulary increase well. Therefore it is easy to understand then
can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you for having this
particular Cute Grit instantly.

Alan Malbrough:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world may share their
idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their own reader with their story or
their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the information
about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your kids, there
are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors in this world always try to improve their
proficiency in writing, they also doing some study before they write to their book. One of them is this Cute
Grit.

John Hawkins:

The reason? Because this Cute Grit is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you to snap
the item but latter it will jolt you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book beside it was fantastic
author who write the book in such awesome way makes the content inside easier to understand, entertaining
way but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating having this
anymore or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of benefits than the other book
get such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking approach. So , still want to postpone
having that book? If I have been you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Patricia Humes:

In this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability to do something more are more precious
than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you need
to do is just spending your time little but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. One of many books in
the top collection in your reading list is actually Cute Grit. This book which can be qualified as The Hungry
Mountains can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking way up and review this e-book you
can get many advantages.
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